Subject: Submission of Tender for fabrication of Stalls, Stands & Bare Space using Octonorm system and hiring of furniture in Hall Nos. 6 & 7 (A-E) for New Delhi World Book Fair to be held from 9 – 17 January 2016 at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi.

The specifications given in the CHAPTER – 6 (Specification of work/bill of quantity) (Point No.4) & CHAPTER – 7 (Tender Form-II (Financial Bid), Specification of work/bill of quantity – (Point No.4) for Foreign Participants have been amended, which may be read as:

**Hall No. 7(A-E) for Foreign Participants**

**Stall Size 3mx3m* with colour panel:** Construction of stall with wall panels in specific colour** along with the top of the podium in the same colour (Podium should be with shutter facility to keep books/materials), three side paneling of prefab bright finished octonorm structure connecting table at the back of size 1m x .5m (1 no.), two tables of 1m x 1m on side with ½ x ½ mtr. diagonally cut from the front with floor covering of synthetic needle punch new carpet with uniform colour of good quality, consisting of 12 MS shelves of size 96”x8.5” with 2” depth duly powder coated in the same colour, 6 spotlights, one octonorm table with shutter and lock facility, one glass round table (standard size), three black cushion chairs.

*Front fascia of stall should be of Maxima style

**The colour of the panels/shelf/podium top for the above stalls only will be informed at later stage

Other terms & conditions of the Tender Document will remain the same.